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Abstract
Automatic character generation, expected to save much time and labor, is an appealing solution for new typeface design. Inspired by the recent advancement in Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs), this paper proposes a Hierarchical Generative Adversarial Network (HGAN) for typeface transformation. The proposed HGAN consists of two
sub-networks: (1) a transfer network mapping characters from one typeface to another
preserving the corresponding structural information, which includes a content encoder
and a hierarchical generator. (2) a hierarchical adversarial discriminator which distinguishes samples generated by the transfer network from real samples. Considering the
unique properties of characters, different from original GANs, a hierarchical structure
is proposed, which output the transferred characters in different phase of generator and
at the same time, making the True/False judgment not only based on the final extracting features but also intermediate features in discriminator. Experimenting with Chinese
typeface transformation, we show that HGAN is an effective framework for font style
transfer, from standard printed typeface to personal handwriting styles.
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Introduction

Designing a new Chinese Typeface is a very time-consuming task, requiring considerable
efforts on manual design of benchmark characters. Automated typeface synthesis, i.e. synthesizing characters of a certain typeface given few manually designed samples, has been
explored, however, usually based on manually extracted features [17, 18, 19, 22, 24]. These
manual features heavily relies on preceding structural segmentation of characters, which itself is a non-trivial task and heavily affected by prior knowledge.
In this paper, we model typeface-transfer as an image-to-image transformation problem
and attempt to directly learn the transformation end-to-end. Typically, image-to-image transformation involves a transfer network to map the source images to target images. A set of
losses are proposed in learning the transfer network. Pixel loss is defined as pixel-wise difference between the output and the corresponding ground-truth [6, 21]. The perceptual loss [7],
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